Buckles & Banners

Friday, October 24, 2014
6:00 PM

Hosted by Gerdes Show Cattle
West Point, Iowa
at Lee County Veterinary Care Facility
It is with great enthusiasm that I welcome you to the 3rd Annual Buckles & Banners Female Sale. Once again this group of progressive Simmental Breeders will be offering a top shelf set of open show heifer prospects that we are confident will go out and compete on any level. The bred heifers and cows are the deepest in quality that we have assembled.

Many of you know the commitment that goes into having a production sale every year. I can tell you that not a day goes by that we aren’t planning for this event. From calving time, to planning the next year’s matings, to halter breaking and servicing the projects from the past. I am proud of this set of cattle and even more proud of the breeders of these females that I am fortunate enough to call friends and family. The one thing that I have come to value as much as anything, are past customers. Cattle that have been purchased in past sales continue to do well for their new owners. We treasure the friendships and partnerships that have been built, and we welcome the opportunity to build new ones. Hope to see you in West Point on October 24th!

Come enjoy good food and great cattle!

Eric Gerdes
Sale Day Phone:
319.837.6544, Lee County Veterinary Care
319.850.1694, Eric Gerdes :: 563.349.8722, Jeff Thompson
859.421.6100, Doug Parke :: 423.506.8844, Drew Hatmaker
417.830.8180, Matt Owen

Accommodations:
Comfort Inn & Suites 6199 Reve Court, Ft. Madison, IA 52627
(ask for Gerdes Cattle Sale Block) 319.372.6800

Air Travel:
The Des Moines International Airport is 165 miles from the sale site. The Peoria International Airport is 115 miles from the sale site.

Sale Staff:
Jered Shipman, Auctioneer 806.983.7226
Kend Jaeckle, Focus Marketing 405.408.2440
Tom Rooney, MidWest Marketer 806.983.7226
Mike Sorensen, Livestock Plus 614.745.7949

Sale Consultants:
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Drew Hatmaker 423.506.8844
Larry Martin 217.433.0242
Jeremy Ruble 406.581.7940

Acknowledgements:
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Insurance:
Insurance will be available sale day through Jame Secondino
American Livestock 812.208.0956

Trucking:
Sam Harroun 319.325.9389, cell

Announcements:
Announcements made sale day and from the auction block during the sale take precedence over printed material associated with this sale. Anyone attending this sale attends at his or her own risk, member of the Buckles & Banners or DP Sales Management will not be responsible for any personal injury while attending this sale.

Sale Day Registration and Payments:
All buyer numbers will only be issued with a valid ID and payment is due day of sale. DP Sales Management would appreciate timely settlement of receivables within 15 days of date of sale. Cattle will not be transferred until paid for in full. DP Sales accepts Visa & Matercard.
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Hosted by Gerdes Show Cattle
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Sale Schedule:
Thursday, October 23, 2014
Cattle Available for viewing
Friday, October 24, 2014
Cattle Available for viewing
5:00 PM - Dinner
6:00 PM - Buckles and Banners Sale

Terms & Conditions:
All cattle sell under the terms and conditions of the American Simmental Association and American Angus Association.

Notes:
The EPDs reported in this catalog are the Fall 2014 numbers, as reported by the American Simmental Association.
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Lot 1

THO/LTS Divas Moco

Purebred • BD: 1/20/07 • ASA#: 2400264
Tattoo: 100T • BW: 86

CNS Dream On L186
Nichols Legacy G151

CNS Sheeza Dream K107W
Hart Black Oasis F301

War Diva M704
JBH Sheza Dandy

CE: 16.5 • BW: 0.8 • WW: 61.9 • YW: 86.2
MCE: 9.2 • MM: 16.2 • MWWW: 47.1 • MARB: 0.11
REA: 0.82 • API: 129.1

Consignor: Lone Tree Simmental / Thoman & Sons

It's not everyday that a person has the privilege to sell a National Champion. There is some mixed emotion about letting Moco go, she is one of four National Champions that the famous but now deceased War Diva cow had in 2 years. The other champions that are full sibs include Entourage and Shania “who also had an untimely death”. Moco's first natural calf Drama won the Iowa State Fair bull show, later won his division at the Royal and was leased by Accelerated Beef Genetics. The next year she produced the champion pen of three percentage heters in the yards at Denver. More recently she produced the high selling open female at the national sale in Fort Worth by Upgrade for $18,500, another full sib sold in the spring in the Diamond and Spurs sale for $9500. Big M Ranch purchased an Explorer daughter for $5000 from the Denver pen to go along with that her Dark Horse daughter also brought $5000 from the champion pen. From a fertility standpoint Moco has always had huge flushes. This past spring she produced 48 ovacytes in IVF procedures. Please contact us if we can assist you with any more information you may need. We look forward to the continual success of this great matriarch donor for the new owners.
Lot 2
Drake Miss N70U

Purebred • BD: 4/9/2008 • ASA#: 2449652
Tattoo: N70U • BW: 82
GW MR MT 790L
SAC MR MT 73G
407D

Drake Miss G70N
Drake New Hope 747J

CE: 5.8 • BW: 1.7 • WW: 45.9 • YW: 60.0
MCE: 6.6 • MM: 26.4 • MWW: 49.3 • MARB: 0.13
REA: 0.48 • API: 100.0

• Consignor: Wellman Cattle / Harness Cattle
• Drake Miss has been something special and is hard for us to sell. Misfit, as we call her has been a top producer as a donor for us. Many of her heifers have been retained in our herd. Purchased from Larry Drake several years ago she has not disappointed us. A great embryo producer and easy breeder, Misfit’s embryo heifer sells along with her in this sale and you will see why it is hard to let her go. Bred safe to HOC Broker for a January calf.
• Bred AI on 3/27/14 to MR HOC Broker, ASA #2531081

Lot 2a
DWC Misfit 83B

SimAngus • BD: 4/6/14 • ASA#: 2878360
Tattoo: 83B • BW: 69

Silveiras Style 9303
Gambles Hot Rod
Silveiras Elba 2520

GW MR MT 790L
Drake Miss
Drake Miss G70N

CE: 12.4 • BW: 4 • WW: 48.2 • YW: 78.1
MCE: 9.6 • MM: 22.8 • MWW: 46.9 • MARB: 0.44
REA: 0.46 • API: 130.4

• Consignor: Wellman Cattle / Harness Cattle
• This heifer is just as impressive as her picture. An April foundation heifer out of the Angus sire Silveiras Style and our donor cow Misfit. This female has the look, body and flexibility to run with any half blood in the show world. She will be easy to find on sale day.
Lotza OBCC Legend 119B

Lot 3A

Lot 3B

OBCC Legend S12X

Dam of Lot 3a & 3b

Lotza OBCC Legend 138B

Purebred • BD: 1/1/14 • ASA#: 2867649

Tattoo: 138B • BW: 75

FBFS Wheel Man 649W

SVF Steel Force 5701

SBF Star Struck S199

GWS / SCF Rendition

OBCC Legend S12X

ACCI Legendary S12

CE: 8.8 • BW: 2.6 • WW: 62.2 • YW: 90.7

MCE: 8.4 • MM: 22.4 • MWW: 53.5

MARB: 0.09 • REA: 0.66 • API: 108.3

• Consignor: Owen Brothers

• Selling choice of Lot 3a and Lot 3b

There is always that footnote that you hate to write because you just can’t simply put into words how breath taking an individual is in real life. This pair of Wheelman daughters have had us arguing over which one is best since early summer, they have a huge fan base since word made its way around about how good these young ladies are. I won’t waste your time reading this footnote, take a look at the pictures and videos! Their dam was the 2012 Champion Bred and Owned Female at Junior Nationals and the 2012 Reserve National Champion Percentage female in Kansas City. Make sure you find these two stunners when you make it to West Point. They are both entered in Kansas City and Louisville.
Selling Choice in Maternal Sisters to MR HOC Broker

Lot 4a

OBCC Miss H25 922B

3/4 Blood  •  BD: 3/4/2014  •  ASA#: Pending
Tattoo: 922B  •  BW: 74

Lot 4b

OBCC Miss H25 910B

3/4 Blood  •  BD: 3/2/14  •  ASA#: Pending
Tattoo: 910B  •  BW: 84
TNT Tuition U238
W/C United 956Y
Miss Werning956W
G&L Blackfoot 7160

JM BF H25

YC Miss Bik 880

CE: 9.8  •  BW: 110  •  WW: 74.3  •  YW: 120.4
MCE: 10.1  •  MM: 24.6  •  MWW: 61.7
MARB: 0.22  •  REA: 0.68  •  API: 124.1

• Consignor: Owen Brothers
• Selling choice of Lot 4a and 4b

We are selling choice in these two daughters of the proven matriarch H25; most will know her best for being the dam of Broker or the grandmother of Miley Cotton-tail. H25 has several daughters, granddaughters, and sons that are proving to be the essence of longevity and fertility in donor pens and bull studs across the country. With the cow family’s longevity and productivity we knew when we purchased offspring or embryos that we needed to find a mating that was an outcross to what was available on the market. When we saw the United’s being offered for sale, we felt they allowed for us to acquire the genetics, tradition and also offered a better profile on paper that most of their maternal contemporaries. The choice is yours and it will be tough because the girls are made very similar, angular, huge middled and perfect at the ground. They rank in the top 25% of the breed for WW, YW, MWW, CW, with and API of 124 and will gather their share of purple! They are both entered in Louisville!
Purebred - BD: 2/8/2014 - ASA#: 2878991
Tattoo: B070* BW: 78
Mr NLC Upgrade U676
Double R Miss 29G T18
SVF Steel Force S701
SVF Glamorous Force U070
SAFN Shes Glamorous
CE: 9.2 - BW: 14 - WW: 66.8 - YW: 100.9
MCE: 8.7 - MM: 25.2 - MWW: 58.6 - MARB: 0.11
REA: 1.27 - API: 125.3

* Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle

The only Allegiance calf we had born this year but I kind of wish we had several more like Glamorous. She had several folks at the state fair that liked her very well and has been one of the show barn favorites all summer and fall. B070 is one that never has a bad day she always has that great look with plenty of shape and great hair.
Lot 6

GSC Sioux Steel 151B

Halfblood • BD: 3/14/14 • ASA#: Pending
Tattoo: 151B • BW: 81
W/C United 956Y
Miss Werning 956W
GCC Double Stuff 9113
AHL Double Stuff 306
GCC UC 3/55
CE: 10.5 • BW: .9 • WW: 73.9 • YW: 118.7
MCE: 6.7 • MM: 17.2 • MWW: 54.2 • MARB: 0.37
REA: .88 • API: 124.20

• Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
• A powerful percentage female out of the 151W donor. This March heifer is sow balled and long necked. Check out her picture and video.

Lot 6a/b

GCC Sioux Steel 151W

Halfblood • BD: 4/2/09 • ASA#: 2511065
Tattoo: 151W • BW: 74
SVF Steel Force S701
CNS Dream On L186
SVF Sheza Beauty L901
AHL Double Stuff 306
GCC Double Stuff 9113
GCC UC 3/55
United Mating:
CE: 11.0 • BW: 0.9 • WW: 70.0 • YW: 112.0
MCE: 6.0 • MM: 17.0 • MWW: 52.0
MARB: 0.36 • REA: 0.65 • API: 123.0

Pays To Believe Mating:
CE: 9.0 • BW: 1.3 • WW: 53.0 • YW: 75.0
MCE: 5.0 • MM: 17.0 • MWW: 40.0
MARB: 0.23 • REA: 0.62 • API: 111.0

• Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
• We are selling choice of pregnancies sired by United or Pays to Believe
• Due Dates: Both due 1/1/15
Lot 7

3/4 Blood • BD: 3/28/14 • ASA#: 2878411
Tattoo: 921B • BW: 60

CNS Pays To Believe T759
LLSF Pays To Believe ZU 194
LLSF Urababydoll U194

SVF Steel Force S701
B C Mignonette’s Lola 4151

Limestone Lola W232

CE: 13.3 • BW: -0.1 • WW: 57 • YW: 86.6
MCE: 8.1 • MM: 19.4 • MWW: 47.9 • MARB: 0.36
REA: .77 • API: 136.4

Consignor: Owens Brothers

Maternal Sister to Lot 7 and Lot 7a
Champion Percentage Female
2014 Junior Nationals
Shown by Tanner Howey

Here will be one of the first Pays To Believe offspring to sell at auction. He was the Champion Purebred bull in Louisville for Schooley and Lee. Matt had high expectations from him after seeing him in Denver as a yearling and when you see 921B you will see why he has exceeded all of them. 921B maternal sister is the reigning Junior National Champion female for Tanner Howey and her dam was the high selling lot in the 2014 Diamonds and Spurs selling to Shoal Creek Land and Cattle for $22,000. This female is going to gather a pile of purple, API 137! Don’t miss out on this one.
Lot 7a R&R Chamberlain X744 x Limestone Lola W232

3 Embryos Guaranteeing 1 Pregnancy

MR NLC Upgrade U8676
R&R Chamberlain X744
R&R Miss Traveler T744
SVF Steel Force S701
Limestone Lola W232
B C Mignonne's Lola 4151

Progeny EPD's

CE: 10.2  •  BW: 2.3
WW: 74.3  •  YW: 111.7
MCE: 6.1  •  MM: 19.7
MWW: 56.8  •  MARB: 0.37
REA: .81  •  API: 120.3

Full Sib to Eggs

• Consignor: Owens Brothers
• Not only have we opened our gates to our best live genetics, we are also taking the top off of our semen tanks to offer you some of our best genetics on ice. This young daughter of Steel Force is from a full sister to the legendary Genex Angus Sire, BC Lookout. She has raised the bar for our Simangus program by offering a stellar combination of physical elegance, pedigree, and numerical traits; she now resides at Shoal Creek Land and Cattle after topping the spring production sale at $22,000. This mating to Chamberlain should only prove to make mating more certain. An awesome combination of calving ease and growth, without sacrificing marbling and rib eye. Chamberlain was selected from the Steve Reimer program in South Dakota in the midst of the 2011 bull run by Effling, Wagner, and Associates for a $40K price tag. He is noted for his extraordinary power, rib design, and fault free skeletal construction. We strongly believe in this young Simangus donor, her heritage is second to none on both sides of her genetic equation and we believe we have taken the guess work from the future of this mating. Buy with confidence, Full sister brought $13,500 for the Gerdes family in the 2014 Diamonds and Spurs Sale
Lot 8

GSC

Brystol's Dawn B29

3/4 Blood • BD: 1/6/14 • ASA#: 2879417
Tattoo: B29 • BW: 78
PVF-BF BF26 Black Joker
ZEIS Miss Jesse G177
TNT Dual Focus T249
NPC Miss Dawn Z29 • BLL ZEIS Miss Macho U809
CE: 5.0 • BW: 2.5 • WW: 56.6 • YW: 81
MCE: 6.1 • MM: 20.6 • MW: 48.9 • MARB: 0.18
REA: 53 • API: 95.7

• Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
• Most of these heifer calves have a story and Lot 8 is no different. On 11-30-13, Tara and I were blessed with our second child Brystol. While I was hanging out at the hospital that day,

DP bought me a bred heifer out of the Genetic Perfection Sale. So we gave Miss Dawn Z29 to our little girl, and guess who has a really awesome 3/4 baldy Calloway heifer calf in the Buckles and Banners Sale! It is starting to become a joke at the show barn that the kids own the best ones!

Lot 9

MG/GSC

Kassidy 8B

Purebred • BD: 1/14/14 • ASA#: 2883989
Tattoo: 15XB • BW: 80
Ellingson Legacy M229
MR NLC Upgrade U8676
GLS NLC Mojo S6119B
CNS Dream On
GSC Miss 8Z • GSC Liberation N324
CE: 8.3 • BW: 1.9 • WW: 67.3 • YW: 98.2
MCE: 9.3 • MM: 27.9 • MW: 61.5 • MARB: .21
REA: .98 • API: 123.8

• Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
• Solid black Jauary that is really stout features and huge bel- lied. This one will make an awesome bred and cow. She goes back to a Dream On x Liberation and those cows are phenom- enal.
Lot 10
OBCC Sweet Thing SX7B

Purebred • BD: 1/6/14 • ASA#: 2878415
Tattoo: SX7B • BW: 70
RC Club King 040R
OBCC King Pin W42Y
SS Emily Joe W428
OBCC Sweet Thing SX71
DJ Salutation S502
STF Sweet Thing S719

CE: 7.9 • BW: 1.5 • WW: 66.1 • YW: 102.0
MCE: 9.7 • MM: 22.7 • MWW: 55.8 • MARB: 0.0
REA: .68 • API: 112.9

• Consignor: Owen Brothers
• This white faced King Pin daughter possesses the King Pin rib shape and dimension, yet has the show ring look and eye appeal. Her sire was top selling bull in our 2012 spring sale and paternal sisters highlighted The 2014 Gathering hosted by Shoal Creek Land and Cattle. Entered in Louisville

Lot 1
OBCC Blackcap 15XB

Purebred • BD: 1/4/14 • ASA#: 2878413
Tattoo: 15XB • BW: 80
RC Club King 040R
OBCC King Pin W42Y
SS Emily Joe W428
OBCC Blackcap 155X
GWS/SCF Rendition

OBCC Blackcap 155

CE: 7.1 • BW: 4.1 • WW: 70.6 • YW: 107.3
MCE: 8.4 • MM: 22.0 • MWW: 57.3 • MARB: 0.02
REA: .74 • API: 99.5

• Consignor: Owen Brothers
• This is the first of the two King Pin daughters that we are offering in the sale. Just like their sire they are performance cattle yet maintain look and the ground work to last for years to come. OBCC King Pin was the 2012 High Selling Bull at $24,000 to Hart Farms and Shoal Creek Land and Cattle. The Dam of this heifer was the 2011 Missouri State Fair Champion Female. Be sure to find this one out sale day. She ranks in the top 25% for WW and YW.
Lot 12
MG/GSC Ketta Y30B

Purebred • BD: 1/15/14 • ASA#: 2878992
Tattoo: Y30B • BW: 74
Mr HOC Broker
S VF Steel Force S701
HM BF H25
Haines Cow W30Y
Haines Cow H30W
CNS Dream On L186

CE: 7.6 • BW: 2.3 • WW: 62.9 • YW: 94.3
MCE: 11.3 • MM: 18.7 • MWW: 50.1 • MARB: 0.0
REA: .68 • API: 112.8

- Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
- Everyone asked me all summer what are your best heifers and Y30B has always been at the top of my list. I think when you study this one from a structural standpoint she is flawless. Perfect in her leg set, clean jointed and moves like a cat. Ketta is also super gentle with loads of eye appeal. Definitely one that will be a contender in my mind.

Lot 18
DWC Ella 54B

Halfblood • BD: 1/28/14 • ASA#: 2876102
Tattoo: 54B • BW: 80
Infrared
GSC Bob R10
GCS Liberation N324
Million Dollar Baby R54
Go Money Talks 350N
MS Zinger J87

CE: 3.7 • BW: 1.7 • WW: 32.3 • YW: 43.0
MCE: -0.9 • MM: 23.3 • MWW: 39.5 • MARB: -0.01
REA: .39 • API: 61.4

- Consignor: Wellman Cattle
- This foundation heifer possesses as much body, natural shape and look as any female. Good haired, easy moving with a big foot. This heifer is the total package of how heifer and a cow prospect should look.
Lot 14
MG/GSC Kadence 36B

Purebred • BD: 2/1/14 • ASA#: 2878993
Tattoo: 36B • BW: 72
PVF-BF BF26 Black Joker
SS Ebonys Grandmaster
SOSF Ebony Joy L-123
Haines Bull W188
Haines Cow 36Z
Hotz Cow 36R
CE: 5.1 • BW: 1.3 • WW: 49.1 • YW: 68.2
MCE: 6.5 • MM: 21.8 • MWWW: 46.4 • MARB: 0.11
REA: .75 • API: 117.18

- Consignor: Gardes Show Cattle
- Square hipped, level topped, with a great deal of potential is how I would best describe 36B. This February prospect was raised by a first calf heifer that we purchased from Haines in last year’s sale and is definitely one that needs some consideration.

Lot 15
OBCC Wicked Sister 939B

Purebred • BD: 2/8/14 • ASA#: 2878412
Tattoo: 939B • BW: 73
JS Sure Bet 4T
JSSC Wide Body 090W
WHCC Angels Dream
Wicked Sister
CNS Dream On L186
Drake Summer Sister
CE: 9.8 • BW: 1.1 • WW: 60.2 • YW: 83.3
MCE: 13.3 • MM: 25.3 • MWWW: 55.4 • MARB: -0.04
REA: .85 • API: 122.4

- Consignor: Owen Brothers
- Wicked Sister continues to bring a sale highlight to town. This mating to Wide Body is extremely impressive. Wicked Sister was the top selling lot in the 2013 Diamonds and Spurs sale to Southern Jewel Cattle Co. She is as fertile and productive as any cow to reach the Owen Brothers donor pen. Wicked Sister was the dam of the co-high selling bred heifer at last year’s Buckles and Banners. 939B is destined to be a donor in years to come. When you see her sale day you will admire her elegant yet brood cow look. She also has a flush brother that will be a sale feature in the spring bull sale.
Lot 16

LTS

Upside 1B

SimAngus • BD: 2/16/14 • ASA#: 2879782
Tattoo: 1B • BW: 86
3C Macho M450 BZ
WLTR Renegade 40U ET
J&J Queen 414
Drake Smolder
Drake Miss 14M
Northern Improvement 4480GF
CE: 7.5 • BW: 1.1 • WW: 63.7 • YW: 99.9
MCE: 10.1 • MM: 24.5 • MWW: 56.4 • MARB: 0.22
REA: .28 • API: 109.4

Lot 17

LTS

Celebrity 3B

SimAngus • BD: 3/3/14 • ASA#: 2879779
Tattoo: 3B • BW: 81
3C Macho M450 BZ
WLTR Renegade 40U ET
J&J Queen 414
Drake Smolder
Drake Miss 14M
Northern Improvement 4480GF
CE: 7.5 • BW: 1.1 • WW: 63.7 • YW: 99.9
MCE: 10.1 • MM: 24.5 • MWW: 56.4 • MARB: 0.22
REA: .28 • API: 109.4

• Consignor: Lone Tree Simmentals
• These two half blood F2 females have purple running through their veins. Renegade was a Triple Crown winner while Smolder was the Res. Grand National Champion Foundation female in 2005. Both these girls are soft footed, and flat shoulder and able to offer the beef industry many different breeding options with a flexible range of sire selection. No Legacy in these pedigrees.
Lot 18  LTS Taken 13B

**Purebred** • BD: 2/23/14 • ASA#: 2879781
**Tattoo:** 13B • BW: 81

**MR NLC Upgrade U8676**

**Ellingson Legacy M229**

**MS NLC Mojo S619B**

**CLO LTS Entourage 72T**

**LTS Stiletto**

**LTS Red Jewel**

CE: 10.0 • BW: 2.7 • WW: 80.2 • YW: 118.7
MCE: 6.7 • MM: 23.8 • MWW: 63.9 • MARB: 0.25
REA: 1.07 • API: 134.8

Lot 19  LTS Impact 5B

**Purebred** • BD: 3/3/14 • ASA#: 2879774
**Tattoo:** 5B • BW: 82

**MR NLC Upgrade U8676**

**Ellingson Legacy M229**

**MS NLC Mojo S619B**

**CLO LTS Entourage 72T**

**LTS Stiletto**

**LTS Red Jewel**

CE: 10.0 • BW: 2.7 • WW: 80.2 • YW: 118.7
MCE: 6.7 • MM: 23.8 • MWW: 63.9 • MARB: 0.25
REA: 1.07 • API: 134.8

• Consignor: Lone Tree Simmentals

• 5B and 13B are a result of a very successful flush by our up and coming donor LTS Stiletto. As many of you know we sold many of our proven donors in last year’s sale. We made a hard decision to move on with some younger daughters from the same constant cow families that have been proven over and over again and have stood the test of time. These two young donor prospects come from a family of champions, starting with their great grand dam Jewel M3, a two time Denver champion. A maternal aunt was calf champion at the Royal and Denver. Their dam Stiletto was calf champion at the Royal. Besides the depth of body and the powerful hip 5B and 13B are complimented on paper with an outstanding set of numbers. Help yourself to these heifers that will be competitive either in the show ring or the pasture.
Worth as a calf. As a yearling bull he won Fort Worth again and later was named Grand Champion bull at the Breeders Sweepstakes. More importantly, Twang is out of the Shawnee Miss 770P cow, a must have genetic base. I have always tried to breed to bulls that have awesome dams and just had to cross these two powerful cow families. As for the Widetrack heifer 20B, she is a total outcross to the Legacy line. 20B is super fronted with a supple neck and is straight lined and just comes at you in a soft package.
Lot 22
LTS CLO
Stargate 881B

Purebred  •  BD: 2/24/14  •  ASA#: 2879783
Tattoo: 881B  •  BW: 89
MR NLC Upgrade U8676
Ellingson Legacy M229
MS NLC Mojo S6119B
MAAS True Dream 404P
CLO Starstruck 77S
WAR Diva M704
CE: 8.9  •  BW: 3.3  •  WW: 77.3  •  YW: 114.4
MCE: 7.1  •  MM: 23.3  •  MWW: 61.9  •  MARB: 0.20
REA: 1.06  •  API: 131.4

Lot 23
LTS CLO
Flirting 16B

Purebred  •  BD: 3/10/14  •  ASA#: 2879784
Tattoo: 16B  •  BW: 85
MR NLC Upgrade U8676
Ellingson Legacy M229
MS NLC Mojo S6119B
MAAS True Dream 404P
CLO Starstruck 77S
WAR Diva M704
CE: 8.9  •  BW: 3.3  •  WW: 77.3  •  YW: 114.4
MCE: 7.1  •  MM: 23.3  •  MWW: 61.9  •  MARB: 0.20
REA: 1.06  •  API: 131.4

• Consignor: Lone Tree Simmentals / CLO Simmentals
• We all know what the fame WAR Diva cow has done by raising 4 different National Champions in two years, but there is more to her legacy in Star Struck, another daughter that was a division champion many times over. When Cliff offered me to partner up on a flush I just had to jump on it. You can not own enough genetics from this cow family that has produced champions time and time again. 881B reminds me of Lot 21 from last year’s sale that the Beins family from Utah bought that was campaigned very successfully. These two females are soggy middled, good fronted and still soft on their pasterns. 16B and 881B have the history, pedigree, and the numerical value to enter a donor pen.
Lot 24

GSC Roar B141

Purebred • BD: 2/18/14 • ASA#: 2879416
Tattoo: B141 • BW: 72
MR NLC Upgrade U8676
CARD Uproar 49Y
BFSC My Fair Jade 95T
DAMAR Dreamrey Z141
TRIPLE C El Poderoso REY
CE: 7.0 • BW: 1.7 • WW: 68.6 • YW: 101.4
MCE: 9.4 • MM: 20.0 • MWWW: 54.3 • MARB: 0.15
REA: 1.00 • API: 119.3

* Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle

B141 knows she is pretty good because every time you go into the pen she is the one cocked off. This Uproar heifer is great boned, super sound, and jack necked. Everyone should for sure look her up on sale day. I had to add that in for Haines!!

Lot 25

DWC Reggam 7024

SimAngus • BD: 2/23/14 • ASA#: 2868921
Tattoo: 24B • BW: 78
OBCC Park Ave. M91X
Wicked Sister
GWS/SCF Rendition
AKERS Erica 7024
OCC Promise 619P
AKERS Erica 4044

CE: 13.1 • BW: -1.1 • WW: 51.7 • YW: 75.4
MCE: 8.0 • MM: 20.6 • MWWW: 57.5 • MARB: 0.00
REA: .60 • API: 121.6

* Consignor: Wellman Cattle

This heifers is easy to evaluate, she is simply really good. She is a striped face heifer out of Park Ave. and Erica 7024 an OCC purebred Angus cow this is for sure a belly dragger. Reggam is massive rib caged and sound with a show heifer look.
Lot 26

DWC Deanna 58B

Purebred • BD: 2/27/14 • ASA#: 2876103
Tattoo: 58B • BW: 83
WS A Step Up X27
SS Ebony's Grandmaster
WS Ms Macho U38
Miss Force 58Z HCC
Hooks Shear Force 38K
Drake Miss RT21X

CE: 10.8 • BW: 0.2 • WW: 61.1 • YW: 82.5
MCE: 9.3 • MM: 23.1 • MWW: 53.7 • MARB: 0.22
REA: 0.96 • API: 132.9

• Consignor: Wellman Cattle
• This heifer is out of the popular Step Up sire. She's an
eye appealing female that is also impressive on paper. Her
pedigree goes back to Hook's Shear Force on her mother's
side. A really high quality heifer for the showing and a great
cow producer.

Lot 27

MG/GSC Kalista 141B

3/4 Blood • BD: 3/02/14 • ASA#: 2878998
Tattoo: 141B • BW: 85
CARD Uproar 49Y
MR NLC Upgrade U8676
BFSC My Fair Jade 95T
Drake Miss L141Y
OCC Regent 628R
Drake Miss 141L

CE: 7.7 • BW: -1.8 • WW: 61.5 • YW: 90.3
MCE: 8.6 • MM: 22.8 • MWW: 53.6 • MARB: 0.14
REA: .86 • API: 107.7

• Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
• A sleek fronted striped faced 3/4 that catches everyone's
eye. We have been extremely impressed with our Uproar
calves and they just keep getting better. So I guess like my
good buddy Newt at Cardinal Cattle says "You just have to
trust the Program".
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**Lot 28**

**DWC Sophie 10B**

3/4 Blood  •  BD: 3/2/14  •  ASA#: 2868920  
Tattoo: 10B  •  BW: 75  
CNS Pays To Dream T759  
LLSF Pays To Believe ZU194  
LLSF Urababydoll U194  
GSC Bob R10  

**DWC 910W**  
Collins Meyer 242M  
CE: 5.5  •  BW: 1.6  •  WW: 51.4  •  YW: 70.2  
MCE: 3.8  •  MM: 21.6  •  MWWW: 47.3  •  MARB: 0.19  
REA: 0.49  •  API: 94.4  

- Consignor: Wellman Cattle  
- This 3/4 heifer is out of Pays to Believe the 2013 NAILE Champion Simmental bull. She has that extra eye appeal you cannot miss, a female with extra power and body to compete in any division. Good haired, soft made, a heifer with a great future.

**Lot 29**

**OBCC Raven 72YB**

5/8 Blood  •  BD: 3/20/14  •  ASA#: 2878414  
Tattoo: 72YB  •  BW: 69  
SVF Steel Force S701  
AJE/PB Montecito 63W  
KS Miss Shes So Sweet 9  
Soo Line Motive 9016  
OBCC Raven 72TY  
OBCC Shear Force 72T  
CE: 10.7  •  BW: .2  •  WW: 64.2  •  YW: 105.8  
MCE: 8.9  •  MM: 25.1  •  MWWW: 57.2  •  MARB: 0.29  
REA: .69  •  API: 121.9  

- Consignor: Owen Brothers  
- 72YB is the reason we continue to use Montecito. She is explosive middled, has great bone work and a functional design. Dam is a productive Soo Line Motive x Shear Force cow that raises a scale buster every year. 72YB has a disposition for a beginner and ranks in the top 25% of the breed for YW and CW.
**Lot 30**

**OBCC Emily Joe W42B**

- **Purebred**
- **BD:** 3/20/14
- **ASA#:** 2878410
- **Tattoo:** W42B
- **BW:** 61
- **AJE/PB Montecito 63W**
- **SVF Steel Force S701**
- **KS Miss Shes So Sweet 9**
- **Westfall Voyager 721P**

**SS Emily Joe W428**

- **Swain Emily 327N**

**CE:** 8.9  **BW:** -.3  **WW:** 56.3  **YW:** 92.9  **MCE:** 8.2  **MM:** 24.4  **MWW:** 52.5  **MARB:** -.08  **REA:** 0.68  **API:** 102.0

- **Consignor:** Owens Brothers
- **If you are looking for one with a laid back personality, but a contender well here she is!** W42B is out of the Dam of OBCC King Pin the 2012 top seller at $24K to Hart and Shoal Creek. This baldy female has her dam’s maternal attributes and the look and angulation that her sire stamps them with. She will make you study her sale day!

---

**Lot 3**

**MG/GSC Kalena B276**

- **3/4 Blood**
- **BD:** 4/1/14
- **ASA#:** 2878996
- **Tattoo:** B276
- **BW:** 70

**K-LER Make It Rain**

- **Foundation 724N**
- **HCC/CSC Beyonce**

**HCCH Ms Dream Z276**

- **CNS Pays To Dream T759**
- **HCCH 7579**

**CE:** 6.8  **BW:** 1.6  **WW:** 54.9  **YW:** 82.3  **MCE:** 7.6  **MM:** 22.9  **MWW:** 50.4  **MARB:** 0.33  **REA:** .54  **API:** 112.0

- **Consignor:** Gerdes Show Cattle
- **This Make It Rain 3/4 is a little younger but sure big on quality. One with loads of volume and a perfect little star on her forehead. The other great thing is she has a fantastic personality and would be great for a younger junior.**
Lot 32
MG/GSC Kammy B93Y
5/8 Blood • BD: 4/2/14 • ASA#: 2878997
Tattoo: B93Y • BW: 74
MR NLC Upgrade U8676
CARD Uproar 49Y
BFSC My Fair Jade 95T
OCC Regent 628R
DRAKE Miss 93S2Y
Drake Miss 93S2
CE: 8.7 • BW: .7 • WW: 57.5 • YW: 83.7
MCE: 6.8 • MM: 24.2 • MWW: 52.9 • MARB: .21
REA: 0.79 • API: 107.3
• Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
• Attention if you are looking for a percentage show heifer Kammy needs to be on your radar. This April 5/8 heifer was one of my favorites. She is long, wild necked, with plenty of shape and dimension and perfect feet and legs.

Lot 33
OBCC Paige 59YB
Purebred • BD: 4/3/14 • ASA#: 2878416
Tattoo: 59YB • BW: 70
SVF Steel Force S701
AJE/PB Montecito 63W
KS Miss Shes So Sweet 9
STF Miss 059Y
STF Unanimous UP26
SS Paige
CE: 5.8 • BW: 2.1 • WW: 67.4 • YW: 102.5
MCE: 5.1 • MM: 21.6 • MWW: 55.3 • MARB: 0.00
REA: .61 • API: 91.8
• Consignor: Owen Brothers
• This is the youngest heifer we are bringing to West Point this fall but don’t hold that against her. This Montecito daughter is the real deal. She is moderate, soggy middled, as good at the ground as any of her contemporaries, and has a stop you in your tracks profile. She will be a contender on the tan bark this fall and next summer. 59YB ranks in the top 25% for YW. She is entered in Kansas City and Louisville!
Lot 34
Harvie JDF Wallbanger 111X x SVF/PRS Shania Y704

3 Embryos Guaranteeing 1 Pregnancy

Harvie JDF Wallbanger 111X
SHS Enticer P1B
JDF Pepsi 61U
MR NLC Upgrade U8676
SVF/PRS Shania Y704
CLO Shania 174S

Progeny EPD's
CE: 8.05 • BW: 2.80 • WW: 79.50 • YW: 126.05
MCE: 8.35 • MM: 22.90 • MWW: 62.65 • MARB: 0.05
REA: .98 • API: 118.3

• Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle / Lone Tree Simmentals
• The Shania female was purchased as a young calf at the SVF Family Mattore sale. This female has always shown promise. Shania Y704 went on to be a champion at the Simmental Breeders Sweepstakes and the Iowa State Fair. Now as a donor she still has the balance and style and overall completeness the family is known for. We selected the Canadian bred bull, Wallbanger to mate to Shania. Wallbanger is a son of Larry Parr’s Enticer bull. Wallbanger for several years has some of the best off-spring in Canada. Many Wallbanger progeny have topped many sales however Captain Morgan commanded 150,000 going to Double Bar D. Shania dam was a Denver champion. This family has earned many Buckles and Banners. The embryos are eligible for Canadian export. Selling three guaranteeing one pregnancy.

Lot 35
HC Power Drive 88H x Ebony's Black Rose

Pregnancy Due 1/1/15

HC Power Drive 88H
WLE Power Stroke
Kappes Lady Irish F88
Ebonys Black Rose
TNT BDV All Beef 39K
NJC Ebony Antoineett

Progeny EPD's
CE: 8.55 • BW: 1.95 • WW: 56.40 • YW: 82.50
MCE: 6.05 • MM: 26.15 • MWW: 54.30 • MARB: 0.09
REA: .66 • API: 114.8

• Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
• Pregnancy due 1/1/15
• We purchased some embryos out of the Sloup/Snider donor Ebony Black Rose and had great results so we are able to share her elite genetics. Power Drive sired and hopefully a baldy. Plus an outcross pedigree.
These two Trademark females are powerful, soft footed, and have plenty of style to burn. More important they are backed by a great cow family and one of our Conner Stone donor Maid to Order. While 98A is bred to the easy calving and predictable national champion Entourage, 97A comes with a new exciting genetic package as she is bred to the up and coming rising star GSC All In. Either way both of the females are mated to the breed's best cow family in WAR Diva or the ever popular Miss Werning KP 8543U cow. Both females were ultrasounded and are safe to the A.I. date.
**Lot 37 LTS Tangled 94A**

**Purebred**  
**BD:** 1/17/13  
**ASA#:** 2378636  
**Tattoo:** 94A  
**BW:** 75

**Westfall Voyager 721P**  
**Drake Summer Sister**  
**G&L Avalanche 149F**

**Drake Maid to Order**  
**CE:** 6.6  
**BW:** 1.80  
**WW:** 56.20  
**YW:** 79.0  
**MCE:** 9.10  
**MM:** 29.20  
**MWW:** 57.30  
**MAR:** -0.067  
**REA:** 0.510  
**API:** 91.6

- Consignor: Lone Tree Simmentals
- Bred AI on 4/8/14 to **SS Goldmine**, ASA #: 210637
- This red heifer has maternal written all over her. Tangled is big bodied and correct at all angles in her structure, a moderate framed female that will have a life time of opportunity ahead of her. Once again these Maid to Order daughters are a can’t miss. Our program has thrived this past decade utilizing these same genetics. Ultrasound safe to the homo black bull Goldmine for an easy calf.

---

**Lot 37 LTS THO Journey 91A**

**Purebred**  
**BD:** 3/2/13  
**ASA#:** 2878637  
**Tattoo:** 91A  
**BW:** 78

**CLO LTS Entourage 72T**  
**CNS Dream On L186**  
**War Diva M704**  
**War Nitro**

**LTS Maid Special**  
**Drake Maid to Order**

**CE:** 9.8  
**BW:** 3.6  
**WW:** 72.5  
**YW:** 105.2  
**MCE:** 3.6  
**MM:** 17.5  
**MWW:** 53.7  
**MAR:** -0.0  
**REA:** 0.67  
**API:** 104.1

- Consignor: Lone Tree Simmentals / ThormannSimmental
- Bred AI on 5/27/14 to **SAV Brilliance**, ASA # 16107774
- What would a Buckle and Banner sale be without offering at least one Entourage daughter for sale. We dug deep in the keeper pen to offer this outstanding lady. Not only has Entourage progeny excelled in the show ring these past seven years but when turned out in the pasture these females continue to out produce their counter parts. Notice in this pedigree Journey is back cross to the Sheza Dandy cow, a successful formula that has produced champions such as LTS ESSENCE and LTS STELLETO. Al to the Angus bull Brilliance for an early March calf
- Bred AI on 5/27/14 to **SAV Brilliance**, ASA # 16107774
Well by this time in the catalog I have run out of intelligent comments on the cattle, questionable at the beginning I know Jon JJ! I have had the opportunity to work with old Haines for quite some time now, and yes I called him old. He always makes me write the footnotes on these bred heifers because he doesn’t think it matters what is in a footnote, so I decided I would write one for the whole division. These next 10 bred heifers are really outstanding in quality and if you study your lesson there is plenty of good show heifers running around that have a Haines Cow in their pedigree so with cattle prices at an all time high start out by buying proven genetics when selecting your bred females. Look this group up on sale day!! By the way David hates that comment in a footnote!

Lot 38
Haines Cow A67

Purebred • BD: 2/12/12 • ASA#: 2777924
Tattoo: A67 • BW: 83
CNS Dream On L136
Lazy H Go Daddy
Drake Bahama Mama
JS Rawhide 30R
Haines Cow S67X
Haines Cow 67S
CE: 7.9 • BW: 1.7 • WW: 57.8 • YW: 82.1
MCE: 8.4 • MM: 14.8 • MWW: 43.7 • MARB: 0.09
REA: 0.48 • API: 107.9
• Consigner: David Haines & Gerdes Show Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/26/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2612085
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085

Lot 39
Haines Cow A11

5/8 Blood • BD: 2/26/13 • ASA#: 2777908
Tattoo: A11 • BW: 86
Hooks Shear Force 38K
Long’s Shear Pleasure
MCM 514R
OCC Homer 650H
Haines Cow 11X
Haines Cow 703U
CE: 8.5 • BW: 2.2 • WW: 70.7 • YW: 104.4
MCE: 8.2 • MM: 25.5 • MWW: 60.9 • MARB: 0.18
REA: 0.91 • API: 108.3
• Consigner: David Haines & Gerdes Show Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/26/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2612085
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085
Lot 40
Haines Cow A16U

Purebred • BD: 3/12/13 • ASA#: 2777891
Tattoo: A16U • BW: 79
Haines Bull W188
CNS Dream On L186
Haines Cow 188P
Haines Cow P16U
SVF/NJC Third Degree R158
Haines Cow F16P

CE: 8.2 • BW: 0.0 • WW: 52.0 • YW: 70.5
MCE: 11.4 • MM: 26.5 • MWW: 52.5 • MARB: 0.03
REA: 0.55 • API: 122.8

• Consignor: David Haines & Gerdes Show Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/4/14 to GLS New Direction ASA #: 2539539
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085

Lot 41
Haines Cow A704

Purebred • BD: 3/12/13 • ASA#: 2777927
Tattoo: A704 • BW: 75
Haines Bull W188
CNS Dream On L186
Haines Cow 188P
Haines Cow 704S
Drake Upfront
Haines Cow 704M

CE: 7.2 • BW: 4.0 • WW: 47.9 • YW: 66.7
MCE: 9.8 • MM: 26.0 • MWW: 49.9 • MARB: 0.04
REA: 0.49 • API: 95.9

• Consignor: David Haines & Gerdes Show Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/4/14 to GLS New Direction ASA #: 2539539
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085
Lot 42
Haines Cow A202

3/4 Blood  •  BD: 3/12/13  •  ASA#: 2777921
Tattoo: A202  •  BW: 71

Haines Bull W188  •  Haines Cow 188P
Danner Rascal  •  AN203

CE: 7.9  •  BW: -0.6  •  WW: 43.7  •  YW: 60.9
MCE: 8.9  •  MM: 22.1  •  MWW: 43.9  •  MARB: 0.13
REA: 0.45  •  API: 104.3

• Consignor: David Haines & Gerdie Show Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/26/14 to GLS New Direction ASA#: 2539539
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA#: 2812085

Lot 43
Haines Cow A70

Purebred  •  BD: 3/13/13  •  ASA#: 2777912
Tattoo: A70  •  BW: 74

Haines Bull W188  •  Haines Cow 188P
JS Rawhide 30R  •  Haines Cow M70

CE: 10.7  •  BW: -0.3  •  WW: 53.4  •  YW: 73.1
MCE: 10.0  •  MM: 24.2  •  MWW: 50.9  •  MARB: 0.05
REA: 0.53  •  API: 117.9

• Consignor: David Haines & Gerdie Show Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/25/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA#: 2612085
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA#: 2812085
Lot 44

Haines Cow A6

Purebred • BD: 3/15/13 • ASA#: 2777896
Tattoo: A6 • BW: 76

Haines Bull W188
CNS Dream On L186
Haines Cow 188P

Haines Cow L6R
Drake Upfront
Haines Cow 6L

CE: 7.3 • BW: 0.7 • WW: 54.6 • YW: 75.8
MCE: 12.3 • MM: 26.5 • MWW: 53.8 • MARB: -0.04
REA: 0.59 • API: 107.1

• Consignor: David Haines & Gerdes Show Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/4/14 to GLS New Direction ASA #: 2539539
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085

Lot 45

Haines Cow A666

3/4 Blood • BD: 3/15/13 • ASA#: 2777888
Tattoo: A666 • BW: 76

Haines Bull W188
CNS Dream On L186
Haines Cow 188P

Drake Miss 666U
OCC Regent 628R
Drake Miss 666K

CE: 10.3 • BW: -0.8 • WW: 42.5 • YW: 64.8
MCE: 7.3 • MM: 24.5 • MWW: 45.8 • MARB: 0.09
REA: 0.63 • API: 109.2

• Consignor: David Haines & Gerdes Show Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/3/14 to WC Lock Down ASA #: 2658496
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085
Lot 46  Haines Cow A110

Purebred  •  BD: 3/19/13  •  ASA#: 2777892
Tattoo: A110  •  BW: 97
Meyers Blacktop 266Y
Meyers Red Top
Miss GX 630N
JS Rawhide 30R
Haines Cow 110U
Drake Misbehavin

CE: -1.6  •  BW: 5.0  •  WW: 64.5  •  YW: 97.0
MCE: 3.7  •  MM: 22.7  •  MWW: 54.9  •  MARB: -0.13
REA: 0.33  •  API: 88

• Consignor: David Haines & Gerdes Show Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/25/14 to GLS New Direction ASA #: 2539539
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085

Lot 47  Haines Cow A114

Purebred  •  BD: 2/27/13  •  ASA#: 2777942
Tattoo: A114  •  BW: 80
Haines Bull W188
CNS Dream On L186
Haines Cow 188P
Haines Cow 114W
JS Rawhide 30R
Drake Miss L114R

CE: 9.1  •  BW: -0.1  •  WW: 44.7  •  YW: 64.8
MCE: 10.3  •  MM: 21.6  •  MWW: 44.0  •  MARB: 0.08
REA: 0.50  •  API: 117.1

• Consignor: David Haines & Gerdes Show Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/25/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085
Lot 48  
**OMF Bonnie Y81**

- **SimAngus**  
  BD: 3/12/13  
  ASA#: 2586208  
  Tattoo: Y81  
  BW: 98

- **SAV Bismarck 5682**  
  GAR Grid Maker  
  SAV Abigale 0451

- **OMF Lady BugP40**  
  OMF Long Cut J6  
  OMF Miss Pioneer K10

CE: 10.8  
BB: -0.2  
WW: 71.6  
YW: 106.8
MCE: 13.6  
MM: 21.2  
MWW: 57.0  
MARB: 0.30
REA: 0.71  
API: 132.6

* Consignor: David Haines & Gerdes Show Cattle
* Bred AI on 3/23/14 to LLSF Pays To Believe ASA #: 2659897

Lot 49  
**Haines Cow W16Y**

- **Purebred**  
  BD: 3/17/13  
  ASA#: 2612959  
  Tattoo: W16Y  
  BW: 72

- **Hooks Shear Force 38K**  
  Nichols Legacy G151  
  C&D Tracy

- **Haines Cow M16W**  
  SVF / NJC Third Degree R158  
  Haines Cow 16M

CE: 15.9  
BB: -2.3  
WW: 55.0  
YW: 72.6
MCE: 12.8  
MM: 30.9  
MWW: 58.3  
MARB: 0.24
REA: 0.92  
API: 148.6

* Consignor: David Haines & Gerdes Show Cattle
* Bred AI on 3/19/14 to LLSF Pays To Believe ASA #: 2659897
Lot 50

DWC Lucy 6A

3/4 Blood • BD: 1/30/13 • ASA#: 2876109
Tattoo: 6A • BW: 80
Drake Rendezvous
S&J Miss Hollywood
GSC Jack
DWC 106Y
DAAR Alerta Lady 631

CE: 5.6 • BW: 2.7 • WW: 55.5 • YW: 81.3
MCE: 8.1 • MM: 21.7 • MWWW: 49.4 • MARB:.011
REA: 0.39 • API: 91.6

• Consignor: Wellman Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/25/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085
• A real impressive bred here that goes back to Mass True Dream. They made outstanding cows. AI Bred to GSC All In.

Lot 51

MG/GSC Miss 65A

SimAngus • BD: 4/5/13 • ASA#: Pending
Tattoo: 65A • BW: 76
GW Predestined 701T
GW Miss Fortune 453P
OCC Regent 628R
Drake Miss P65Y
LBS/SNLS MGG2 Karin P65

CE: 12.36 • BW: -1.30 • WW: 52.85 • YW: 84.8
MCE: 9.2 • MM: 25.6 • MWWW: 51.95 • MARB: 0.34
REA: 0.8 • API: 129.7

• Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/26/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085
• A F2 double halfblood bred that is ultra cool designed. 65A is deep bodied and easy keeping just the kind to make those great percentage cattle. Out of one of Larry Drake’s best cow families.
Lot 52

LTS Rescue 92A

Purebred • BD: 2/5/13 • ASA#: 2878634
Tattoo: 92A • BW: 75

THO/LTS Drama 100W • GWS Ebony's Trademark 6N
THO/LTS Diva Moco
MAAS True Dream 404P

LTS Crunch • Drake Calamity

CE: 10.0 • BW: 1.10 • WW: 58.8 • YW: 77.1
MCE: 5.6 • MM: 18.0 • MWW: 47.4 • MARB: -0.04
RE: 0.74 • AP: 112.4

• Consignor: Lone Tree Simmentals / 5th Street Cattle
• Bred AI on 6/8/14 to Express Power Class AAA#: 16980412:
• Rescue is co-owned with the Walker family out of Washington, IA. She is long bodied and straight lined and comes with a great long clean neck. Drake females have been best described as highly maternally oriented. Rescue’s dam Crunch has been in embryo transfer program for 5th Street Cattle Company and is one of the stoutest made Simmental females that I have been associated with. Look for her Goldmine calf to complement Rescue. Has been ultrasound safe to Goldmine

Lot 59

DWC Powder Girl 28A

SimAngus • BD: 2/10/13 • ASA#: 2876108
Tattoo: 28A • BW: 76

Lambert Harley 106Y • ZKCC Chopper 844U
BL Lucy 302
Schurtop MC 2500

WKR Lady Powder Y028 • Hart Lady Powder J327

EPD’s Available Sale Day

• Consignor: Welman Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/4/14 to GLS New Direction ASA#: 2539539
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA#: 2812085
• Powder Girl is a moderate framed easy fleshing bred with a really attractive look. AI’d to the popular New Direction sire.
Lot 54
LTS American Hustle 93A

Purebred • BD: 2/10/13 • ASA#: 2878631
Tattoo: 93A • BW: 91

LBS The Foreman 702T
Rubys Wide Open 909W
Rubys Miss Cleo S601
War Nitro

LTS Red Jewel
S&J Miss Jewel

CE: 4.8 • BW: 4.9 • WW: 70.7 • YW: 101.1
MCE: 1.8 • MM: 15.5 • MWW: 50.8 • MARB: 0.05
REA: 0.69 • API: 82.6

• Consignor: Lone Tree Simmentals
• Bred AI on 4/21/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA#: 2812085
• 93A comes from a successful cow family that goes back to
the great Jewell M3 cow. 93A is a maternal sister to our donor cow LTS Stiletto who was calf champion at the American Royal. She is also a 3/4 maternal sister to LTS Essence who was calf champion at the American Royal, Denver, and was named calf champion at the National show. This moderate long neck female is extremely thick but still maintains a soft foot that travels true on all four feet and legs. Ultrasound safe to the ALL IN bull. Expect exciting and new genetics that will put you on the map next spring.

Lot 55
DWC Miss 16A

SimAngus • BD: 2/12/13 • ASA#: 2876107
Tattoo: 16A • BW: 70

Lambert Harley 106Y
ZKCC Chopper 844U
BL Lucy 302
WK Power Up

WKR Miss Cottonwood Y016
COTT GFI Miss T7085

EPD’s Available Sale Day

• Consignor: Wellman Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/25/14 to GSC All In ASA#: 281208
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC All In ASA#: 2812085
• A real performance bred heifer with a slightly different pedi-

gree and a real nice look. AI bred to GLS New Direction.
Lot 56  GSC 124A

SimAngus • BD: 2/20/13 • ASA#: Pending
Tattoo: 124A • BW: 76
MR HOC Broker
SVF Steel Force S701
JM BF H25
Northern Improvement 4480GS
SC6651
SH Miss Absolute Power 4096

EPD's Available Sale Day

• Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/25/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA#: 2812085
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA#: 2812085
• This Broker halfblood is out of one of my favorite Angus cows. Everyone that has been to the farm this summer picks her out of the bred pen.

Lot 57  GSC 14A

Purebred • BD: 2/20/14 • ASA#: 2883970
Tattoo: 14A • BW: ??
MR NLC Upgrade U8676
Ellingson Legacy M229
MS NLC Mojo S619B
JS Sure Bet 4T
JS Karma 29X
BLL Miss Zeis Dream S276

CE: 9.5 • BW: 1.9 • WW: 71.4 • YW: 103.6
MCE: 11.7 • MM: 23.9 • MWW: 59.6 • MARB: 0.26
REAR: 1.16 • API: 142.3

• Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
• Bred AI on 4/25/14 to GLS New Direction ASA #: 2539539
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 281208
• One of DP’s favorite breds when he visted this summer. Tremendous amount of center body and way good necked.
**Lot 58**

**MG/GSC Miss 76A**

**Purebred**  
BD: 2/27/13  
ASA#: 2878995

**Tattoo**  
76A  
BW: 76

**Ellingson Legacy M29**  
Mr NLC Upgrade U8676  
Ms NLC Mojo S6119 B

**Drake Miss U76Y**  
Drake Miss P76U

**CE**: 9.2  
**BW**: 1.5  
**WW**: 70.8  
**YW**: 100.8

**MCE**: 8.1  
**MM**: 22.8  
**MWW**: 58.2  
**MARB**: 0.32

**REA**: 1.04  
**API**: 142.3

*Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle*
*Bred AI on 4/04/14 to GLS New Direction ASA #: 2539539*
*PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085*

*A moderate framed daughter of Upgrade that has loads of maternal production bred into her. 76A has an API of 142. Great bred heifer prospect here.*

---

**Lot 59**

**Miss 742A**

**SimAngus**  
BD: 3/02/13  
ASA#: 2879006

**Tattoo**  
742A  
BW: 81

**Drake In Command**  
Drake Rendezvous  
S&J Miss Hollywood

**DAAR Blackbird Elsie 23**  
Weikers Blackbird Elsie 23

**CE**: 9.9  
**BW**: -0.1  
**WW**: 48.3  
**YW**: 76.5

**MCE**: 9.1  
**MM**: 22.5  
**MWW**: 46.6  
**MARB**: 0.22

**REA**: 0.26  
**API**: 112.5

*Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle*
*Bred AI on 4/23/14 to WIC Lock Down ASA #: 2658496*
*A real fancy made halfblood female bred up early to Lock Down for a double halfblood calf.*
Lot 60  MG/GSC Miss 390A

3/4 Blood • BD: 3/05/13 • ASA#: 2878994
Tattoo: 390A • BW: 74

GW Predestined 701T
GAR Predestined

GW Miss Lucky Strike 363
Lazy H Go Daddy

Drake Miss P390Y
Drake Miss K390P

CE: 11.6 • BW: -1.0 • WW: 61.4 • YW: 92.5
MCE: 9.8 • MM: 21.3 • MWW: 52.0 • MARB: 0.57
REA: 0.67 • API: 142.4

• Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
• Bred Al on 4/25/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA #: 2812085
• PE from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 to GSC ALL IN ASA#: 2812085
• 390A is a daughter of the legendary 701T. Super feminine fronted bred to our new calving ease sire All In. Great opportunity to add some high quality breeding with fabulous EPDs.

Lot 61  Miss Peacock 400A

3/4 Blood • BD: 3/20/13 • ASA#: 2880838
Tattoo: 400A • BW: 84

Ruby Wide Open
LBS The Foreman 702T

Rubys Miss Cleo S602

Miss Chopper
ZKCC Chopper 844U

CE: 5.8 • BW: 2.4 • WW: 62.0 • YW: 84.1
MCE: 5.6 • MM: 15.2 • MWW: 46.2 • MARB: 0.23
REA: 0.69 • API: 101.6

• Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
• Bred Al on 4/28/14 to sexed MR NLC Upgrade U8676 ASA #: 2474338
• A stout made Wide Open daughter here with a little bit of chrome. She’s going to lay down and have a heifer so pay attention to this one.
Lot 62
MS KLB Grizzly Chopper 2A

Halfblood • BD: 5/19/13 • ASA#: 2789077
Tattoo: 2A • BW: 78
Grizzly
GCC Bear Claw 232X
FBFS Untold Lady 096U
GSC Miss 799Y
ZKCC Chopper 844U
CE: 6.0 • BW: 2.2 • WW: 54.5 • YW: 81.4
MCE: 5.3 • MM: 17.3 • MWW: 44.5 • MARB: 0.05
REA: .48 • API: 84.5

• Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
• PF from 5/7/14 to 7/1/14 in GSC ALL IN ASA#: 2R120AE
• 2A is a moderate framed, stout, square built bred heifer that we own with the Beckman Family. Her mother was one of Kayla's most winning percentage show heifers and 2A would be her first daughter. Pedigree stacked full of Grizzly, Steel Force, Chopper, out of a Houston Angus donor. Bred to our exciting new Genex sire All In.

Lot 63
LTS Snitch 95A

3/4 Blood BD: 3/13/13 • ASA#: 2378632
Tattoo: 95A • BW: 78
SVJ Power Surge
Westfall Voyager 721P
Drake Summer Sister
Drake Smolder
Northern Improvement 4480 GF
Drake Miss 14M
CE: 11.2 • BW: 0.3 • WW: 51.4 • YW: 77.0
MCE: 10.1 • MM: 28.4 • MWW: 54.1 • MARB: 0.05
REA: 0.49 • API: 113.5

• Consignor: Lone Tree Simmentals
• bred AI on 5/21/14 to CLO LTS Entourage AGA #: 2382011
• 95A is out of our donor cow Smolder who just so happens to be the Res. Grand Champion at the American Royal and Res. National Champion in 2005. These Voyager daughters make tremendous cows that milk well and have fantastic udders. 95A is bred to Entourage for calving ease. We did flush Entourage to Smolder in the past which ended up being our most consistent mating to date out of her. Her 95A progeny should deliver both in the show ring and the performance arena.
Lot 64 OBCC Bridle Bit 922Z

3/4 Blood BD: 3/13/13 • ASA#: 2647842
Tattoo: 922Z • BW: 72
SVF Steer Force S701

MR HOC Broker
JM BF H25

Bridle Bit Miss R592
RITO 616 of 4B20 6807
Bridle Bit Miss N362

CE: 9.2 • BW: 0.7 • WW: 60.5 • YW: 99.1
MCE: 11.5 • MM: 20.5 • MWW: 50.8 • MARB: 0.11
REA: 0.75 • API: 114.8

• Consignor: Owen Brothers

• This Broker Daughter is as maternal and phenotypically correct as any female to be offered this fall. She was the high selling open heifer in the inaugural sale to Rye Fenton. Her dam is a donor for Due North Simmentals and Owen Brothers, described by many as one of the best percentage females in production. Make sure and find this female sale day she sells with bull calf at side by MCM Top Grade. 922Z Ranks in the top 25% of the breed or better for MCE, BF, and REA.

Lot 64a OBCC 92ZB

3/4 Blood • BD: 9/11/14 • ASA#: Pending
Tattoo: 92ZB • BW: 80

MR HOC Broker - Reference
Lot 65

Mindemann Pride 725

Angus BD: 1/24/2007 • AAA#: 15650547
Tattoo: 725 • BW: 68
Connealy Forefont
WAR Cowboy Up 3102
WAR EXT 5175 2054
B/R New Frontier 095
2K Pride 684
2K Pride 51
CE: -2 • BW: 3.5 • WW: 47 • YW: 76
MCE: 7 • MM: 25 • MWW: 43 • MARB: .56 • REA: .21

* Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle / Mindemann Farms
* Bred AI on 4/23/14 safe to FBFS Wheelman 649W ASA #: 2527605
* 725 is an Angus donor that we have owned with the Mindemann family. After her decorated show career she has been super productive from making some awesome 1/2 blood herd bulls to making very elite percentage and Angus show heifers. In the 1st Annual Buckles & Banner she had a high selling 1/2 blood that is now in the donor pen at Krieger Farms. This impressive Angus donor is settled early to Wheelman. This will be an incredible mating. Buy with confidence here.
Lot 66a-c HTP/SVF Live Wire Z67

3/4 Blood BD: 9/2/12 • ASA#: 2751270
Tattoo: Z67 • BW: 81

SS/PRS High Voltage 244X
HTP/SVF Duracell T52
KENCO Miley Cottontail
OCC Anchor 771A
HTP Kiss Me Not
3C Dakota Kiss H203 B

CE: 12.4 • BW: 0.2 • WW: 62.7 • YW: 90.7
MCE: 8.0 • MM: 19.6 • MWW: 51.0 • MARB: 0.23
REA: .54 • API: 127.2

* Consignor: Gerdes Show Cattle
* Selling 5 Packages of 10 units minimum - A total of 50 units

Grab Your Chance to Win 10 Units of GSC All In 72A

Two lucky buyer numbers will be drawn at the end of the sale and will each receive 10 units of GSC All In 72A. Must be present to win.
Owners: Gerdes Show Cattle, Kenco, and Genex Corp.
TERMS & CONDITIONS:
CATTL WILL SELL UNDER THE STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS AS RECOMMENDED BY THE AMERICAN SIMMENTAL ASSOCIATION.

BREEDING GUARANTEE:

We guarantee all livestock sold as sound breeders. However the heifers that are shown can often be fed to an extreme level of obesity for the purpose of exhibition. Those heifers are often also not allowed to be bred in ideal situations do the priority of continually exhibiting them as well as often bred late to lengthen their possibility of exhibition. Due to this we will hold the feeder/owner responsible for any reproductive problems and no longer feel responsible to guarantee that individual heifer. In the rare case that this was to occur, Buckles and Banners Consigners will still make an attempt to assist and try to help you breed this heifer through the following two breeding seasons.

Also all bred females are sold under the condition "safe in calf" as attested to by a licensed veterinarian and sell with no further guarantee. The ultrasound results reported are as accurate as possible but are not guaranteed. No guarantee is given that bred females will deliver a live calf. Buyer will be given a 24 hour option to have a licensed vet examine the female before she leaves the sale premises.

All open heifers eligible for the Iowa Futurity.
Buckles & Banners
Champion Progeny

GSC Lucky Girl 73A
Senior Calf Champion - 2013 NAILE
Owned by Hudson Pines Farm & Janssen Farms

LTS Simply Irresistable
Owned by Brittany Eeins

Mindemann Blacklass A24
Sold in the 2013 sale for $7250
Many time champion and
Champion at the Minnesota State Fair
Owned by Gabe Chase & The Mayer Family

OBCC Sadie C6A
Owned by Logan Sigmon

OBCC Legend S12X
Dam of Lot 3a & 3b
Friday, October 24, 2014
6:00 pm

Hosted by Gerdes Show Cattle
West Point, Iowa
Lee County Veterinary Care Facility